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layers or separated flows. One complete three-di

The non stationary flow induced by a cylinder

mensional study on a circular cross-section cylin

with a square cross-section was studied on the cy

der is to be published by the authors and one of

linder's surface and in the wake with two different
electrochemical probes. On the cylinder was mounted
split rectangular electrodes with high enough

tory (+) which calculates numerical solutions of

aspect ratio so as to measure the chordwise com
ponent of the wall shear stress with its

them in his thesis. However the present one has
been obtained by communication with another labora

unsteady velocity and pressure fields in the wake

sign.

of a square-section cylinder. This explains the

The non-linear response of this transducer was

choice of such a cylinder, the restriction to a

studied. In the wake, the longitudinal component

two-dimensional analysis, and a Reynolds number not

of the velocity was obtained with conical electro

too high

active elementswhich are mainly sensitive to this

(Re • 5,000 ). We shall succintly examine

the principle of the split— film transducers such as

component.
have been used in this work, that is to say,
The fluctuating coherent components are sepa

with a direct separation of one component of the

rated from the aleatory part of the signal and then
decomposited by a Fourier analysis into parts cor

surface velocity gradient. A new non-linear theory
of the response to large amplitude fluctuations is

responding to the fundamental frequency and its

necessary

higher order harmonics. The phase of the fundamen

so

as to understand the transducer be

haviour in separated zones. This theory will be

tal frequency is measured with reference to the
succintly described. Joined statistical measurements
coherent motion of the cylinder, so that the cohe
have been executed at the wall and in the near wake.
rent motion can be reconstituted simultaneously
A reconstitution, instant by instant, of the flow
anywhere. Thus the phase of the viscous torque and
periodic

lift is easily obtained.The reconstitu

pattern has been carried out using phase and ampli
tude informations. Coherency has been found close

tion of the fundamental movement makes apparent the

to unity.

Then the velocity field obtained in this

particular locations of the geometric stagnation
manner

has the same significance

as a phase con

and separation points in the generation of vortices.
ditional-averaged reconstitution of the flow field.
With the second harmonic, a secondary flow appears
and the wake oscillates.
SPLIT ELECTRODES

INTRODUCTION

We shall admit that the quite complex process
For some years, after the works of Hanratty
of electrolysis can be exclusively controlled by a
and co-workers, we have developed split-film elec
trochemical transducers to obtain information

at
♦

the wall in three-dimensional unsteady boundary
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diffusion-convection process when specific experimen
tal conditions are observed (1). In this case, the

terms in the x-and z-directions. For an electrode
with an infinite aspect ratio in the z-direction,

A. is
1

of the

putting £ = |S+ | , we obtain
X
ctyy ■
= y+ .ctx ♦ c?

ionic active species and can be expressed by :

(6 )

J.
(1) K. = 7 —
1
C

4
A

'A.

(C, )
dA = £ <C, >.= ~ r
’y y=o
C
’y 1 C A

1

The concentration field must satisfy:

C, = 0 on the inert wall
y
The space averaged value <C,y> on the part i of the
electrode is relative to the total area A such that
we can use additional rules

The only unknown hydrodynamic variable which

are completely reduced to :

istic

appears now is S . If the electrode is made with
x
two independant and identical parts, the summation
and differentiation of K

U =(U , ) _ .y = S .y
x
x y x=Q
x

with S^ and

the electronic amplification in order to compensate
small geometrical defects.

1

tration boundary layer, the Navier-Stokes equations

U =(U , )
2
z y x=

is, for a given geometry and for quasi-steady state
evolutions, a universal one. <ct > is then a constant
v
coefficient. This fact permits gauging or calibrating

K= I K. .

Now it can be demonstrated that in the concen -

(3)

C+
0 at the electrode
+
c,.
relations show that the concentration field

These

C = COO at the infinite
C = 0 on the elecrode

(2) C >t+ Uj.C,j = D.C.jj

C+

K. = |S |,/3 .<ct>.
1
1 X
y 1

nF

U =0
y
/"s2" + S'

•y = s .y

k +=

/ 0

time dependent only, as the character

dimension l approaches zero.

This low limit,

first used by Reiss & Hanratty (1), makes the method
consistent in investigating the flow at the wall. In
practice, some of the criteria which indicate if the
length is small enough (or the apparatus big enough)
are difficult to calculate a priori, but they can be
estimated a posteriori.

and K

leads to :

i s ; ,/3 i. <c : y>

AK+=|S^ 1 /3 |.(<cty>T<cty>2 )=S^1/ 3 (<ctX> - < c t y ^
.
.
+
The sign convention of x , makes the difference of
the space-averaged value (<C^<^> j - <cty> 2) dependent
on the direction of the flow but (<ct > - <ct >
)
y up
y down
independent of the direction of the flow. For quasi
steady evolutions, this last coefficient only depends
on the geometry and particularly on the thickness of
the inert separation. The two coefficients of equa
tion 7 can be calculated, but as there are always
some imperfections, it is better to measure them.

The following transformation :
1U

+

D

(4)
+ __X

X

+

Z

Si 2
D
2

dt

-

All these

s 2/3d

conclusions however , are only valid

for infinite aspect ratio electrodes. We can see on
+

.1/3
, ___

Figure 1 the evolution of K and AK for rectangular

y % ' 1
" % ' *
^
1
Where S is an a-dimensional number not yet specified,

and circular electrodes in a constant wall shear

stress, as a function of the angle 6 made by the elec
gives the following mass balance and transfer equation
trode with the direction of the flow, for several
s+
S*

— 4— <ct
)+ct*yy-y+(
>2/3
v ’xx +C?’zzy
y — )2ct
' ’x+y*(—% )2ct z+ct t

aspect ratios. We can see that, for small 9 , the
asumption of infinite electrodes is well satisfied

(5)
K.'

1/3

C
. <C, >i
y

= 1

C+ = 0

at the infinite

bv electrodes of large aspect ratio. But, for

at the electrode

close to ir/2 ,the transfer on the entire electrode is
strongly modified by the superimposed concentration

C* = 0 at the inert wall

field created by the
Hence,
bles,

9

is a function of two hydrodynamic varia
and S^, and two signals K. are necessary so

as to determine them. Complete numerical solutions

ratio of 10.

component, even for an aspect

Near a separation line, where viscositv

pressure and inertia forces in the chordwise direc
tion at the wall are poor, the spanwise pressure

have been obtained (3) for given geometries and wall
stress and can be used in many cases. However, for

gradient created by incoherencv in that direction can
predominate and make the instantaneous flow at the

simplicitv, we shall alwavs neglect the diffusion

” all
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mainlv fluctuating in the spanwise direction.

the more internal part of the concentration boundary
layer where C+ (x ,0,z ,t ) = 0, gives :
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ,
5[S*I/3 (C+)1
<slc (x,y,z,t,) 1 = _
L X
J
» + + + x
s : ]/3(o)
C (x,y,z,0)
We shall admit that the effect of this condi
tion in the more external part of the concentration
boundary layer, "sweeped" by the flow is not very
important. As an example, Figure 2 represent* the fre
quency response deduced from calculated evolutions of
K

and AK after an instantaneous variation of S

of
x
the order of 30% (continuous line) and 800% dotted
line). The difference remains modest.

Fig. 1 Sensitivity of electrodes as a function
of 9 and aspect ratio.
This makes the entire signal of the electrode, even
tually bearing the same sign as S^, inadequate to
measure the
to

component, because its sensitivity

is only one half of the sensitivity to S^.

On the contrary, the superimposed concentration
field created by

is practically eliminated by

the signal difference on the two identical parts
of the electrode, and the sensitivity to S
es

z

decreas-

Fig. 2

to zero.

LARGE FLUCTUATION RESPONSE
Knowledge of probe response to large amplitude
fluctuations

Frequential response of simple (Fj) or
differential (F ) electrodes.
■--- - ■ small fluctuations
-----800% fluctuation (particular )

Then the linearity of the mass balance with respect

becomes necessary when measuring in

to C+ and the quasi-linear impulse of the concentra.
.
+1/3
tion field with respect to the impulse 6 (Sx
) per

separated flows. Rather than develop the calcula
tions used for small fluctuations (2)(3), but taking
into account the non-linear terms, it seems more

mits deduction of the transfer coefficient as the
sunmation of impulse responses in the transformed

simple in the first approximation to notice that

time t+ ( function of S+ ).
x

AK+(t+)=SI $h2(t+)

the mass balance 6 is a linear equation with res
pect to the concentration and is only indirectly
dependent on S* by the scale of y+ (4) . To an im

For small fluctuations where we can put down S>= |s+|

pulse 6 ( S * ^ 3) corresponds an impulse in the con

with S

centration field created by the variation of the
scale of normation of y+ :
,+ 1/3
6 (C )=C (x,y,z ,0)-C (x,y

L

Ak+ (t )

‘ 1/ 3.
X

and

AK=

AK (1+Ak) we obtain :

sv (t ) '$> h,(t ) = ^ *' 7 ™
2
AK
or on the frequential form :

.+ 1/3

liil!

S (1+s )
x
x
“
3

z ,t )
Ak (v+) = -j s

x

(v )

F2(v )
AK

This impulse is not proportional to 6 (S+ '^3) and

Consequently, the form of the quasi-linear impulse

the concentration field does not exactly react
+ 1/3
linearly with 6 (S
) . However,a development in

response for large fluctuations in the fluctuating
scale of time can be obtained bv the Fourier trans-
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form of the well known frequency response for small

tant.

fluctuations (2)(3) in a fixed time scale. Figure 3
shows how to calculate the response for a fluctua

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

tion of the velocity gradient with multiple zeros.
By raising

to the 1/3 power and changing the
temporal scale
vertical tangents
are introduced
in the evolution
of S 1/3 (t+).
x
They disappear
when the convo
lution product
is made, and a
damping and a

TftANSOUCTEU*

PARIETAL

SOMOC

DE

V ITESSE

LOMOf TUOlNALC

phase shift can
appear. When go

Fig.

ing back to the

Fig. 3 Diagram for the calcu
lation of the response of a
differential electrode when
large fluctuations occur.

Electrodes.
Figure 6 shows a cross-section of split electrodes

experimental re

(0 .2mm

ference of time

trical insulator. Seven electrodes of this sort are

and raising K(t)

distributed flush to surface, on half a side (26 mm)

to the 3r<* power,

so that they are equidistant. The last electrode

x

1 mm),

with a thin mylar sheet as elec

we note that

(n°7) is 1 mm from the edge. With rotation and sym

there is a res

metry possibilities, it is then easy to sample with

ponse failure

constant spatial steps of 2 ran. Two positions where

when S is zero,
x
In experimental

the cylinder is inclined at 45° permit a very easy
calibration of the electrodes because the mean wall

measurements,

shear stress is constant in this boundary layer flow,

these operations

especially in position 2 .

are implicitely

The probe used for the measurement of the U-

made, except the

component of the velocity in the wake is a conical

last one which

electrode. Without further details this probe offers

is realized electronically. Figure 4 and 5 show an

the advantages of easy use, good frequency response
and particular insensibility to the spanwise compo

example of the signal in the vicinity of the mean
upstream and downstream separation point where this

nents of the velocity. Its quasi steady-state response
as is classical:

effect is clearly perceptible.As the amplitude of

K+ = Cte

the wall shear stress fluctuations increases, this
response failure is relatively less and less impor-

.

R e ' /2 . P r ' /3

The electrolysis currenc is then raised to the second
power

so

as to obtain a signal proportional to the

local velocity component U.

■VvW WAV

Figure 7 shows the channel used with iodine so
lutions and figure 8 the spatial discretisation for

Fig. 4 Signal at the
upstream stagnation
point.

Fig. 5 Signal at the
downstream stagnation
point.

measurements. A curvilinear system of axes n and £
is used round the cylinder and another orthogonal X
and Y in the wake. Data processing starts

first

with an analogous treatment of the signal : sunmation
differentiation, linearizing (cubing or squaring
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4 part of coherent power

Yss(v,C)

Yuu(vo,x,y);Yuu(2vo,x,y)

these values are obtained from the cumulative
power spectra. They represent the part of the
periodic signal at the Strouhal frequency, relative
to the total energy.
5 cross-correlation functions

s(E,t)u(x„,y0 »t-T)

s(n°5,t)u(x,y,t-x)

6 phase delay

<K£,v0)
<K x , y , v 0)
the reference signal (electrode n°5) is the
same for the two cases.
7 coherency

Fig. 7

Channel
F su ^
’ ^ - *12
3
The coherency upon the cylinder in the spanwise and
chordwise directions has not been measured here. From
other measurements (8), it has been found close to
1 upon a section and a distance of two diameters in
the z-direction. As a consequence, the phase delay
between any pair of points is not time-dependant.
8

amplitude of coherent motion
a(x,y,v„) ; a( x,y,2 vc)

a(5»v0)

With the coordinates t and E, the motion is periodic
in space and coherent motion is periodic in space and
time. This last motion can be decomposed into a Fou
rier series
+N
Z
-N

s(5 »t)
Fig. 8

Measurements positions

? ref

unit allows to integrate in real time the correla
tion functions. Fourier transform Is

executed with

a I.B.M. 1800 Computer for determining the power and
cross-power spectra, the coherency, and the depend
ent

i2 imv t i2 -rruk E
a
•
o e
cr
nu

+N
Z
-N

electronic circuitry), filtering, A SA44 memory unit
with 4000 channels and a L10 correlation plug in

+U
Z
-u

i2 imv t
o

It has been shown in another report (5) that, if the
symmetry imposes an equal probability to observe anv
one spatial and temporal sequence and its symmetrical
sequence, and if the signal source of the channel is
not a pulsated one, then :
(9) a2n+] (x.y) - - a2n+J (x, - y)

data. It is not possible to represent here

every spacial evolution of every measured quantity
which can be included in a technical report (5 ).

♦Y

In the wake
<n >

1 time-averaged values

Sx(t,E)

a 2n (x* “ Y>

1Y

+Y
-Y

lan (x,yi) I•lan (x.yj) |cos(^i-*.)dy.

dy j - o

U(x,y,t)
2 root mean square values

t.O

(x,y) *

The coefficients of the temporal Fourier transform
must satisfy the spatial condition

These are the following:
Upon the surface

( 10 ) a2n

The odd harmonics always satisfy this condition. The
even harmonics easily satisfy this condition if they
result from an oscillation of the flow.

/fc.y.t)
3 power spectra

With the axes n^E» these conditions impose for the
lone harmonic v , which has been observed :
o

Sss(v» °
Suu(v‘X,y)
obtained by a Fourier transform of the
correlation.

a,(E) - a , ( - 0
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;

a^O

- 0 for

" * ‘

1 predominates, the motions are out of phase on

n

the up and dcwn sides. Close to the geometric up
stream stagnation point, the motion is the same as
observed earlier (6 ) (7). The multiple zero zone is
more important. However some inprecision exists in
this case, because continuous spatial measurements
cannot be made.
The same reconstitution can be made in the wake
where frequencies v^and 2 v q are important.
( 12 )
2

Spectra of coherent motion as a function
of the wave number.

= a(x,y ,o )+a(x,y ,v )cos{2irv t+4>(x,y) }
U refc
+a(x,y,2v )cos{4irv t+<Kx,y) }

(]3 ) u (x »y»t> = u(*»y) + U(x.y»Vn.t) + U(x,y,2 v 0 .t)

From experimental measurements ;
jr
a l(C) = A' (S) —
— ---- (cos $ + i sin $)

ref

ref

ref

ref

Sref
U

, is the maximum velocity at the station x = 0.

Then, the instantaneous value of the coherent velo

As the fluid is incompressible, the continuity per

city gradient at the wall is

mits expression of the velocity component in the ydirection in the linear form :

+U
= £
-

cos (VU0 (2A , c o s 2 ttv t+2 B sin2 rv t)
r
lu
0
lu

.x
ry
V(x,y,t) = ~ _y

3U(x,y, t) ,
—
— dy

ref
Aju and

which can equally be applied for each harmonic of the

are the real and imaginary parts of

velocity field. Then the general properties of stream

47 - 2 /

V °

lines can equally be applied. But, naturally, these

COS (7 ~ } dC

stream lines do not coincide with trajectories.
Figures 11 (a and b) represent the instantaneous

Figure 9 represents these coefficients as a

field of U(x,y,t,vQ) /

time after time, during

function of u and equally A? + B2
the discrete
n
lu
lu
power spectrum of the signal associated to wave

half a period. The cylinder is inside a vortex and

number

divides the flux in two parts. One passes round the

~

at the Strouhal frequency Vq . The vis

cous torque can be obtained by integrating the in

cylinder and the other remains downstream. At the

stantaneous wall shear stress over a section. Only

instant t » 2/ 1 2

v q,

two new vortices appear from

the up and down stagnation points. At the next time,

the wave number 0 intervenes :

the circulation round the cylinder is close to zero.
C(t) = u r2 sref (2A|0 cos2iTvot + 2B]Qsin2irvot)

The main vortex looses its identity and the rear vor
tex grows round the cylinder and becomes detached. It

As we can see in Figure 9, this torque is minimum

acquires a convection velocity whereas a new station

and negative at the time t * 0 .

ary

vortex, flowing in the opposite sense, is formed

again for half a period.
The total coherent instantaneous velocity gra

The complete reconstitution of the fluctuating

dient at the wall is re cons titled time after time

velocity field from experiments is not directly pos

during half a period on Figure 10. We can see that

sible because the phase field $'(x,y) (eq. 12 ) is

the viscous torque is in phase with the motion on

unknown. As the fluctuations are practically in step

the down side. The flow on this side fluctuates in

in each side of the svnmetry plane, Equation (12) can

step and the separation point quickly displaces from
one extreme position to another. As the wave number
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be simplified to :

(14)

- a ( x ,y , 0 ) + a 1( x , y , v o)c o s {2 irv o t+4»(x) }
ref

are created by an oscillation of the flow. The change
of coordinates :

+a(x,y,2vo)co8{4xvot+2<»(x) }

y+ - y ~ ys

a i(x *y»v0) • a(x* y » V - i f r

where yg the instantaneous center of synmetry permits
As the signal source is not pulsated, the even har

U to be expressed by :

monics must satisfy the spatial condition ( 1 1 ), and
(15)

the most probable solution is to assume that they

272

u

,
ref

* — -A(x,yto)+A(x,ytv

o

) cos {2 ttv ot+ip(x) }

yg can be estimated by a time integration of the

A(x,yto) - a(x,y,0) - a(x,y,2v)

(16)

displacement of a fluid particle in the center of
the channel, under the influence of the velocity

A (x,y’Vo> “ a ,(x.y*v0) - -■A-3Xyy,°' d(x)

component V. Numerical integration leads to :
Then, the harmonics are created by the oscillation

yg 2 S ~ d(x) cos {2 wvQt + <1/ (x)}

of a permanent return flow in the axis x,y+ whose
profile is the same as

with d(x) a positive value close to r/2 and very

a(x,y,2vQ). Figure 12

slowly increasing with x, if the phase reference

represents the measured values of the relative

is chosen with the y-coordinate positive.

amplitude of the

2 vq

frequency motion, and Figure

13 (a and b) the coherent fluctuating velocity

The development of (15) with reference to
(14) permits deduction of the instantaneous velo

field obtained by a superposition of

city profile in the new fluctuating axis :

uoon
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rc ivc)
Uref
the return oscillating flow -a(x,y-ys ,2v q)

Fig.

13

Estimated sequence of the velocity fluctuations

As can be observed in Figure 12, the flux of the U-

lar analysis can probably be applied. However, mea

component in this flow is not a conservative one, so

surements in the flow perturb it and have not been

each vortex includes the group of those which lies

made. The infexion observed (7) earlier in the curve

downstream in its own stream-lines. The mechanism
of breaking down arises when a new contrarotative
vortex is b o m on the rear side (t ■ 2/12v ). Then
o
the flux of the return flow can separate the two vor
tices

(time 3 and 4/12v ) and make a new one which
o
includes all the following others. During one period
this flux reverses twice and appears responsible for
the fluctuating drag.
Fig. 12
Close to the upstream stagnation point, a simi
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Relative amplitude of the second harmonic
of the velocity fluctuations.

(8) Tournier, C. 1974, "Etude de l'ecoulement

of the mean wall shear stress evolution at this
point can be explained by the secondary return flow.

tridimensionnel, instationnaire autour d'un

Equally, the sketch of instantaneous wall shear

cylindre", Rapport pr€liminaire.

stress evolution (fig. 10) gives support to the
fact that this flow is oscillating in opposite
DISCUSSION

phase to the main separation line.

H. Nagib, I llin o is
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We have studied the vortex shedding on c ir c u la r

cross section cylin d e rs with higher aspect r a t i o ,
a cross flow and when the c y lin d e r is yawed.

How does the per

formance o f the sandwich probe compare with ju s t a

in

sin g le probe?

The

rough stru ctu re o f the flow is not strongly m odified
by aspect r a t io and the yaw.

Py:

At the Reynolds number

In a boundary layer flow when the wall shear

stress never decreases to zero, r e s u lts are quite

used (5,000 to 20,000), the coherence scale o f the
vortex shedding frequency is q u ite important and our

s im ila r except fo r the frequency response which is

channel

extended with the twin electrod e.

is too small to obtain between two points upon

The temporal re 

a generant a coherence c lo se to zero,

sponse is fa s te r and can be characterized by a small

b)

over-shoot.

Your question is qu ite in te re stin g because th is

study has been asked by the laboratory o f C .E .A .T .

at

In separated zones the d iffe re n c e is q u ite import

P o itie r s which makes these ca lc u la tio n s with geometry

ant because,with sin g le ele ctro d e s, the s e n s it iv it y

and Reynolds number in agreement.

to the spanwise v e lo c ity component never changes and

to be made in a short time.

The comparison is

More than the mesh s iz e ,

I th in k the d iffe r e n t character o f two-dimensional
bulence ca lc u la te d , with three-dimensional

the sign o f the chord-wise component is

tu r

turbulence

wall

ca lc u la te d , with three-dimensional turbulence in ex
periments, is quite important fo r the evaluation in
time and space o f the separated v o rtic e s .

V. Goldschmidt, Purdue U n iv e rs ity :

The re s u lts o f

Figure 11, fo r example, show measurements in the wake
taken with one sensor at d iffe r e n t lo c a tio n s and time
measured from the s ta rt o f an event.

How repeatable

are the values from event to event and how many events
were needed to obtain the "average" values?

Py:

For each point an auto- and c r o s s -c o rre la tio n

function is obtained.

The Fourier Transform gives the

part o f p e riod ic power o f the signal and i t s phase
delay which is not a function o f time because the co
herency is close to u n ity .

The mean s t a t i s t i c a l

values

o f the flu c tu a tin g f ie ld s are obtained from 1,200
events (20 minutes of in teg ratin g tim e, '
shedding frequency).
clo s e to 20 Hz.

1 Hz the

The bandpass o f the signal

Then the s t a t i s t i c a l

is

e rro r remains

poor.

Nagib:
is

Py:

Did I understand you to say that the technique

in s e n s itiv e to the turbulence?

This technique is quite s e n s itiv e to turbulence.

Here, a l l

the inform ation concerning turbulence has

been extracted by c o rre la tio n and sp ectral a n a lysis.
It was impossible with s t a t is t ic a l
c o n s titu te the random motion.

indeterminate.

Then, the signal cannot allow the determination o f the

measurements to re 

Only the mean quadratic

values o f the tu rbulent motion are given here.
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shear stress.

